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This paper presents a criterion for a separable irreducible polynomial over a field 
K to be normal and a criterion for two separable irreducible polynomials over K 
to generate isomorphic extensions. Ii 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
Throughout this paper, by K we mean an infinite commutative field. All 
roots of polynomials over K are taken in a fixed algebraic closure of K, 
say R 
An irreducible polynomialf(x) in K[x] is called normal if, for a root a 
of f(x), we have K(a) normal over K. 
Two irreducible polynomials f(x) and g(x) in K[x], both of degree n, 
generate the same extension over K if there exist a, b E 13 roots of f(x), 
respectively g(x), such that K(a) = K(b). 
The aim of this paper is to obtain some characterisations of normal 
polynomials and polynomials which generate the same extension, involving 
only the coefftcients of these polynomials. (The characterisations have even 
an algorithmic character, if a factorisation algorithm for K[x] is known). 
Proposition 6 gives a more precise criterion to classify normal extensions 
of degree three over K. 
Let f(x) E K[x] be irreducible of degree n, f(x) E K[x] be separable, and 
denote by a,, . . . . a,, its roots in K. Let t E K, t different from any 
(ai - aj)/(ak - a,) for any indices (k # 1). There is such a t, because K is 
infinite. Thus the numbers ai + tuj are any two different. 
We construct F(x) to be the polynomial which has the roots ui + tuj for 
all i, j = G. F(x) has degree n* and coefficients in K. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let f(x) and F(x) be as above. Then f(x) is normal over 
K if and only if F(x) is the product of n irreducible factors over K[x], each 
of them of degree n. 
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Proof: Let f(x) be normal. Fix indices i and j. We prove that ai + tu, 
has exactly n conjugates over K; therefore the irreducible factor over K[x] 
which contains x - (ai + taj) has degree n. 
In fact, ai has exactly n conjugates, namely the roots ak of f(x). Any 
isomorphism K(ai) rK(a,) gives a unique conjugate of ui, since ujcK(ai), 
hence a, + tuj has exactly n different conjugates. 
Conversely, if F(x) is decomposable in factors of degree n, it results that 
f(x) is normal. Iff(x) is not normal, we show that at least one irreducible 
factor of F(x) in K[x] has degree greater than n. 
If f(x) is not normal, then there is an index i such that ai# K(a,). We 
prove that a, + tai has at least n + 1 conjugates over K; therefore F(x) has 
an irreducible factor of degree greater than n. 
a, has n different conjugates and any isomorphism K(a,)gK(ak) can 
be prolonged to an isomorphism K(a,)(a,) gK(a,)(a,), the index m 
depending on i and k. Thus u, + tai has n different conjugates ak + ta,, any 
two indices k different. We obtain now one more conjugate, a, + taj, j # i 
since ai#K(a,). There is an index j~c, j#i, such that K(a,)(a,)~ 
K(a,)(ui), and the proof is over. 
Letf(x) and g(x) be separable irreducible polynomials in K[x] of degree 
n and a,, . . . . a,, respectively b, , . . . . b,, their roots in R We construct the 
polynomial G(x) with the roots a, + tbj, i, j = G. We choose t in K such 
that any two ai + tbj are different. G(x) is a polynomial of degree n* with 
coeffkients in K. The following proposition is related to Proposition 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let f(x), g(x), and G(x) be us above. Then f and g 
generate the same extension of K if and only ifat least one irreducible factor 
of G(x) has degree exactly n. 
The proof follows the same idea as Proposition 1. 
Putting together these two assertions, we obtain 
COROLLARY 1. Let f, g, and G be as above. Then f and g generate the 
same extension of K and are both normal over K if and only if G(x) is the 
product of n irreducible polynomials of degree n in K[x]. 
Denote by ai, b, (i, je 5) two roots of f, respectively g, in K and 
consider K(a,, bj). 
COROLLARY 2. The extensions of K of the form K(a,, bj) are in one-to- 
one correspondence with irreducible factors of G(x) in K[x], with degree oj 
corresponding items staying invariant. 
Let f(x), g(x) be separable irreducible in K[x] of degrees m, respectively 
n (m <n). Let a,, . . . . a,,,, b,, . . . . 6, be theirs roots in K We construct the 
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polynomial H(x) which has the roots a,+ tbj, i= 1, m, j= 1, n, t E K such 
that roots are different. H(x) has degree mn and coeffkients in K. 
COROLLARY 3. There are ai and bj such that K(ai) E K(bi) if and only {f 
at least one irreducible factor of H(x) has degree m. 
Let A and B be square matrices of order n over K and the characteristic 
polynomial of A be irreducible. 
The following affirmation will be used: 
A .B= B.A if and only if BEK(A) (see [2]). 
Let A and B be two n2-matrices with characteristic polynomialsf(x) and 
g(x) irreducible over K. Then there holds 
PROPOSITION 3. f(x) and g(x) generate the same extension ouer K 
if and only if there is a square matrix P with entries in K such that 
PAP-‘B= BPAP-‘. 
Proof: f and g generate the same extension if and only if K(A) and 
K(B) are isomorphic, or, after a change of coordinates, if there is a matrix 
P such that K(PAP-‘)= K(B). This is equivalent to PAP-‘B= BPAP-‘, 
as asserted. 
We denote by 
1 1 ... 1 
D= 4 a2 ... a, 
. . . . . . . . . 
n-l a1 ,1- a2 I n- I ... a, 
and by Dk the determinant obtained from D by replacing the line k by the 
line (b,, b,, . . . . 6,). In the following a,, . . . . a, will be the roots of f(x) and 
b I, ..., b, the roots of g(x) in K, f(x) and g(x) irreducible in K[x]. 
PROPOSITION 4. f(x) and g(x) generate the same extension if and only if 
the n + 1 determinants D, D,, . . . . D, differ any two by multiplication with 
elements of K. 
Proof. Let the K-vectorial space be K” and the K-vectorial space K”. 
The vectors v1 =(I, 1, . . . . l), v2=(a,,a,, . . . . a,), . . . . ~,=(a;-‘, . . . . a”,-‘) 
are linearly independent over K (their determinant is nonzero), therefore 
01, ..., o,, is a basis of R” over K. 
We suppose first that f(x) and g(x) generate the same extension. Thus 
K(ai) = K(bi), i= G (after an eventual permutation of the his). Hence 
there is h(x) E K[x] such that b, = h(ai) for any i= 5. 
Now, in Dk, we subtract from the k line (h(a,), . . . . h(a,)) a suitable linear 
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combination of remaining lines to eliminate terms in aj with j # k - 1. The . . k-l k hne m Dk becomes (cku I , . . . . ~~a:-‘), with ck the coefficient of xk-’ in 
h(x). Therefore D, = ck. D with ck E K. 
Conversely, if Dk = dk. D with dk E K for k = G, we prove that f(x) and 
g(x) generate the same extension. 
VI, u2, . . . . v, is a basis in R” over K, thus (b, ,..., b,)=c,-(l,..., l)+ 
. . . + c, . (a;- *, . ..) a;- l ) for some ci E i?, i = 1, n. We have just seen that 
D,/D = ck, hence all ck E K and bl E K(a,), thus K(u,) = K(b,). 
In the particular case n = 3 andf(x) and g(x) normal over K, we denote 
1 1 1 
A, = a, a.2 u3 
b, 6, b, 
and A,, A, may be obtained from A, by circular permutations of the last 
line. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let f and g be normal over K, of degree 3. f and g 
generate the same extension if and only if A 1, A,, and A, belong to K. 
Proof: First, A, + A, + A3 = 0 (adding last lines, the first and last lines 
become proportional). 
Suppose that Sand g give the same extension; we prove A, E K, i = 1,2,3. 
fnormal implies discfis a square in K, thus D (already defined) belongs 
to K. From Proposition 4 it follows that D,, D,, D, E K. We see that 
D,=A,EKandfromA,+A,+A,=OitremainstoshowthatA,EK.We 
have 
1 1 1 
A2= a, u2 u3 
b3 b, b, 
Since g(x) is normal, it results that b 3’ E K(b,), therefore there is 
P(x) E K[x], (P(x) = co + c,x + c2xL), such that b3 = P(b,), hence b, = 
P(b,), 6, = P(b,) by conjugation. 
After replacing the last line in A2 and computing, we obtain A, = 
c2 D E K. 
Conversely, we prove that A,, A2, Axe K implies D,, Dz~ K (D is 
already in K and D, = A,), hence f and g generate the same extension. 
We prove first D, E K, where 
1 1 1 
D,=b, 6, 6,. 
2 2 2 
Ul a2 a3 
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We take f such that a,, u2, a3 is a normal basis over K (for n = 3, this is 
equivalent to Tr(a,) ~0, Tr is the usual trace function eventually using 
f(x - 1) instead of f(x) for Tr(u,) # 0). 
Thus u: = f,u, + fzaz + f,u, and equalities obtained by cyclic permuta- 
tion hold. It follows that 
It remains to prove that D, E K. 
We decompose (b,, b2, b,)=ci(l, 1, l)+cz(ul, a,, a,)+c,(u:, ut, u:), 
c c2, c3 E 1% As in the proof of Proposition 4, it follows that c3 = 
~;:DEK, c,=D~:DEK. In the equality (bl,bZ,b3)=(c,fc2u+c,uf, 
Cl + c2u2 + c,u;, ci + c,u~+ c,u:), sum the components and obtain 
Tr(b,) = 3c, + c2 Tr(a,) + c3 Tr(aT), where Tr: K(u,) -+ K or Tr: K(b,) -+ K 
is the usual trace function. 
It follows that c, E K, which ends the proof. 
We define 
1 1 1 
D,= a, u2 a, 
b, b, b, 
and D,, D, by circular permutations of the third line. We construct 
T(x) = nP=, (c - 0:). This polynomial of degree six has coefficients in K, 
obtained by polynomial expressions in coefficients off and g. 
PROPOSITION 6. f(x) and g(x) generate the same extension over K fund 
oniy if T(x) has at least three roots which are squares in K. 
Proof. If f and g generate the same extension we know that 
D, , D,, D3 E K; thus T(x) has three squares in K as roots. 
Conversely, if T(x) has at least three roots which are squares in K, it 
results that at least three of D,, D2, . . . . D, are in K, thus two of D,, D,, D, 
or two of D,, D,, D, are in K, say two of D,, D2, D3. We know that 
D, + D,+ D3 =O, hence D,, D,, D3e K, and, by Proposition 5, f and g 
give the same extension. 
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